STAND UP! SPEAK OUT!
The Boldskool Hip Hop Theatre Workshop is a fun, participatory, educational
workshop packed with skill development, storytelling and character building. In
this workshop, twenty-five youth will work with four facilitators to:
// learn hip hop skills in breakdancing,
beat-boxing, and spoken word
// learn the history of hip hop culture
// discuss socially-relevant issues that
impact the youth
// explore and express with hip hop and
theatre techniques
// create and perform individual hip hop
performances

What is BoldSkool?
Boldskool is a hands-on hip hop creation workshop run by professional hip hop
and theatre artists to empower youth in their abilities as performing artists.
Students will learn skills in breakdancing, beat-boxing and spoken word. After
watching “Story of Many,” a creative hip hop video that represents the events,
conflicts, and feelings brought forward in Sal Capone: The Lamentable Tragedy
Of (see Sal Capone below), participants will be encouraged to discuss racial
profiling and the history of hip hop as a social protest and cultural movement
among culturally and economically marginalized youth. These social dynamics
will be explored in a powerful melding of theatre and hip hop forms. Tapping
into their own ideas and experiences, the youth will personalize the issues to
write their own narratives or dance pieces, and test their newly-honed skills
in a YouthSlam that concludes the Boldskool workshop.

click to Watch
this video about
hip hop theatre.

BoldSkool origins and the Sal Capone Project
Historically, the hip-hop movement has been driven by culturally-marginalised
youth. Led by the undeniable drone note of the DJ, the four pillars of hip hop
- breaking, graffiti, emceeing (and more recently spoken word) and
scratching - have been a highly competitive, creative, and affordable mode of
artistic and political expression. All over the world today, hip hop remains
relevant amongst marginalized youth, but the culture has expanded to include
devotees from all social classes.

Theatre, on the other hand, appears
to be moving in the opposite
direction. What was once popular
entertainment has waned into a mere
curiosity amongst youth. Omari Newton
combines his love of theatre and hip
hop to reverse this trend with his
witty, provocative, and engaging hip
hop theatre play, Sal Capone: The
Lamentable Tragedy Of. The play,
still in development and due to
premiere in Fall 2013, highlights the tensions that commonly exist between
minoritized youth and the police based on a history of mutual distrust. Using
hard hitting language, humour and rhythmic word-smithing, Newton weaves a
realistic world that portrays the tragic and redemptive aspects of hip hop
culture set against a backdrop of racism, forced authority, suppressed anger,
and misunderstandings.

Protest, authority, riot, and social inequality are issues that pulse in
societies molded by the structures of capitalism and a legacy of colonialism.
This tangible presence of protest in our cities informs and enriches the
context of this project for today’s youth. The importance and relevance of The
Sal Capone Project becomes clear when we witness the stereotyping and whitewashing issues of youth and race in public policy and media. The widespread
appropriation of hip hop culture silences the protest originally at the root of
this cultural phenomenon.

The Boldskool workshop is designed to either accompany Sal Capone: The
Lamentable Tragedy Of or stand alone as a project inspired and informed by the
play. The challenge of this work is in engaging youth with forms of expression,
modes of dialogue, and spaces of learning that are meaningful, relevant, and in
touch with their contemporary cultures. Boldskool aims to explore and to learn
with Vancouver’s youth, and to provoke and promote expression and dialogue
within the complex issues of cultural diversity and minoritization.

CONTENT:
1. Group discussion and exploration
// Conflict between youth and institutionalized power structures, such as
the police
// Relationships between youth of different cultural, racial, economic, and
social positions
// Media representation of youth
2. Historical/cultural/social understanding of hip hop
as a tool for social change
as a multi-disciplinary art form
as a social and cultural movement
3. Theatre-based skills
// Collaboration, cohesion, community, and productive difference
// Embodiment; realising ideas and opinions in physical, visual, and aural
forms
// Performance, presentation, expression, and public speaking
4. Hip Hop skills:
// Break-dancing
// Beat-boxing (vocal percussion)
// Spoken word (rap)

OUTCOMES:

// Find and develop the creative voice
// Build confidence, self-expression, and team building
// Broader understanding of society
// Pride and ownership of personal cultural identity
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FEES:
The workshop can take place in one full day or two half day sessions and can
be customized to serve the specific learning goals of a program or needs of the
particular group of youth. The basic workshop rate for One full-day workshop is
$850. Limited subsidized and sliding scale rates are available.
Basic fees do not include equipment, travel, accommodation etc. Please call
604-692-0885 to discuss your needs.
Fees include the cost of:
// 3 professional hip hop artists, specializing in breakdancing,
beat-boxing and spoken word
// 1 professional theatre artist
// 1 lead artist

REQUIREMENTS FOR WORKSHOP:

// An open clean space for up to 30 youth to move around freely
//A breakout room with chairs for MC workshop
//Sound equipment (including 2 mics, audio playback)
//A projector & screen for video playback
//1 community facilitator per 10 youth

Boldskool is appropriate for:

// Youth ages 12-20
// Youth at risk, street-involved youth
// Neighbourhood youth programs
// Aboriginal programs
// ELL programs, immigrant or refugee youth programs
// Drama, music, English, communications, Canadian and World Studies,
social studies classes

For more information and to book a workshop, please contact:
Omari Newton & Diane Roberts
Boldskool Coordinators
salcaponetheplay@gmail.com
778-558-0054

